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COMPARE & CONTRASTING INCIDENTS
RESPONSE

- Situational Assessment
- Issue/ Relay Emergency Information
- EOC Activation
- Media/Social Media
- Notifications (Watch Office, ODNR, OEPA)
- Tracking and Documentation
- Maintain Situational Awareness
- Continue Defining the Incident for Media
• Be observant
• Use stakeholders
• Recognize the Pieces of the Puzzle
• Reach out to OEMA / Adjacent Counties
• Maintain Situational Awareness
• Continued Data Collection
RECOVERY

- Identify Survivors/Victims
- Identify Company Responsible
- Identify Companies Affected
- Connect All with Regulators/Investigators
- Protect Identities of Survivors/Scene
- Media/Legislators/Local Officials
- Document/Document
- Declarations/Funds
- Opportunities
RECOVERY

- Encourage and Support Jurisdictions
- Provide Jurisdictions Direction to SMEs or Technical Experts
- Declarations
- Ineligible Items
- Coordination of Agencies
- Access/Ability to Use Technology
- Procurement/Contractor Availability
10 Months Later-7 Months Later

2 Families Home 1 Still Displaced

Road Conditions – FEMA working
Project Approvals
Summerfield Pipeline Explosion – 1-20-19
Flooding/Subsidence Spring 2019
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